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Regularization or lexical probability-matching?
How German speakers generalize plural morphology

Kate McCurdy Sharon Goldwater Adam Lopez

School of Informatics
University of Edinburgh

Abstract

Artificial language learning research has shown that, under
some conditions, adult speakers tend to probability-match to
inconsistent variation in their input, while in others, they reg-
ularize by reducing that variation. We demonstrate that this
framework can characterize speaker behavior in a natural-
language morphological inflection task: the lexicon can be
used to estimate variation in speaker productions. In the task
of German plural inflection, we find that speakers probability-
match a lexical distribution conditioned on phonology, and
largely disregard an alternative possible strategy of conditional
regularization based on grammatical gender.
Keywords: Regularization; Morphology; Natural language

Introduction
Research in artificial language learning shows that adult
speakers have a range of responses to unpredictable incon-
sistencies in their linguistic input. Under some circum-
stances, they probability-match and reproduce the variation
in their input distribution, while in other circumstances they
prefer to regularize1 and produce more consistent patterns
(Hudson Kam, 2019). Often, speakers regularize by increas-
ing production of the most frequent variant in their input
(Hudson Kam & Newport, 2005, 2009). For example, given
the hypothetical artificial language training vocabulary and
test inputs shown in Table 1, Speaker A shows this kind of
regularization: the -s plural form has gone from 60% of their
input to 100% of their output, thus reducing variation in how
the plural form is realized. By contrast, Speaker B matches
the input probability of -s, keeping it at 60% in their output.
The learning biases influencing speaker behavior in these ex-
periments are not fully understood, and show complex inter-
actions with communicative pressures in cultural transmis-
sion (Smith et al., 2017). As a result, it is challenging to an-
ticipate which artificial language findings will apply in more
complex natural language environments, such as the German
plural inflection task we explore in this study.

Research on natural language variation shows that it is typ-
ically conditioned upon multiple factors, both linguistic (e.g.
phonological environment) and non-linguistic (e.g. speaker
identity) (Chambers & Schilling, 2018). Conditional varia-
tion provides another mechanism for regularization: unpre-
dictable variation can become predictable when conditioned

1N.B. we use the term regularize in the linguistics sense (reduce
variation), not the machine learning sense (reduce overfitting).

Singular Article + Noun Plural
le dug dugs
le gat gats
le brid brids
ze pik piks
ze cheep cheep
ze bish bish

Test Input Speaker A Speaker B Speaker C
le gee gees gees gees
ze koo koos koos koo
ze teer teers teer teer

Table 1: Hypothetical artificial language. Top table shows
training vocabulary, bottom shows test outputs from three
speakers. A regularizes overall variation, B probability-
matches, and C regularizes conditional variation.

on particular linguistic contexts. In Table 1, Speaker C shows
this type of regularization, consistently mapping “le” articles
to -s and “ze” articles to null forms.

Note that our example artificial language experiment
frames variation with respect to static attributes within a lexi-
con: each individual noun has two fixed classes (expressed by
the article and the plural form), and we consider how speak-
ers might use membership in one class (e.g. article) as a cue
to signal membership in another class (plural form). Artifi-
cial language learning studies have shown that adult speakers
can learn to condition noun class assignment on such mark-
ers when they are statistically reliable (Frigo & McDonald,
1998). Culbertson, Gagliardi, and Smith (2017) found that
learners may prefer different cues to noun class (e.g. phono-
logical vs. semantic cues) based on salience or early avail-
ability in training. While they found reliable statistical main
effects from their experimental cue manipulation, their data
show a broad range of variation within individuals as well,
suggesting the type of variation in speaker strategies illus-
trated by the hypothetical case in Table 1.

The studies discussed above explore speaker generalization
using toy lexicons, where the amount and type of variation
can be manipulated experimentally. However, in principle it
should be possible to apply some of the same analysis meth-
ods to the more complex case of generalization from natu-
ral language. In particular, German number inflection pro-



vides a complex natural-language test case for the type of
lexical variation seen in our hypothetical experiment. Some
aspects of the German plural system are well-described by
rules (e.g. derived nouns; Augst, 1979), but other parts of the
lexicon show more complex probabilistic relations, and psy-
cholinguistic experiments reveal considerable variation be-
tween speakers when they are asked to produce the plural
forms of novel words (Mugdan, 1977; Köpcke, 1988; Zaret-
sky & Lange, 2016; McCurdy, Goldwater, & Lopez, 2020).

In this work, we adopt the framework of probability-
matching versus regularization to shed light on this variabil-
ity. We ask whether variation in German number inflection of
novel words can be explained in terms of a) lexical statistics
and b) variation in individual speaker strategies. Do speakers
predominantly probability-match to the distribution observed
in the lexicon, leading to the variation observed in behavioral
experiments? Or do they predominantly regularize, but with
different speakers pursuing different strategies (e.g. reduc-
ing conditional vs. overall variation) which lead to a general
appearance of inconsistent behavior?

We use the information-theoretic definition of regulariza-
tion presented by Ferdinand, Kirby, and Smith (2019) to eval-
uate individual behavior in terms of entropy. We take the
joint distribution of grammatical gender (G) and plural in-
flection class (C) observed in the lexicon as a reference dis-
tribution to assess German speaker behavior on a dual task:
for each of 24 novel nouns, identify its grammatical gender,
and produce its plural inflected form. We find that, consis-
tent with some artificial language experiments, adult speak-
ers largely probability-match the conditional variation ob-
served in the input, and disregard an alternative strategy of
gender-conditioned regularization. Our work shows that lexi-
cal statistics across items can predict speaker behavior within
novel items, connecting artificial language findings with nat-
ural language behavior.

Background
German number inflection Here we present a highly sim-
plified overview of the German plural system, illustrated with
reference to the CELEX2 lexical dataset (Baayen, Piepen-
brock, & Gulikers, 1995). Each German noun has two lexi-
cal attributes relevant to our analysis: its grammatical gender
(G) and plural inflection class (C). A noun can have mascu-
line (M), neuter (N), or feminine (F) gender, and this lexical
property has a complex relation to the noun’s phonology and
semantics (Köpcke & Zubin, 1984). Gender is indicated on
the article which precedes the noun it its singular form.2

The other key lexical attribute, plural inflection class, is
indicated by the plural form of the noun. This is typically
characterized by at least five predominant suffixes, which can
be combined with umlaut3 to give eight classes (Mugdan,

2Following much of the literature, we consider only nouns in
their citation form, i.e. only in nominative case.

3Umlaut is a process by which back vowels are fronted; for ex-
ample, the noun Apfel “apple” takes the plural form Äpfel. Following
a smaller subset of the literature, we ignore umlaut in this analysis.
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Figure 1: Reference distributions calculated from German
CELEX2. Top, all nouns (excluding ambiguous gender
nouns). Bottom, monosyllabic consonant-final nouns.

1977), although more fine-grained distinctions are possi-
ble — CELEX2 labels 13 separate plural inflection classes.
Nonetheless, two suffixes predominate: 45% of noun types in
the CELEX2 lexicon take the -(e)n suffix in the plural, and
26% take -e. As regularization often involves increasing fre-
quent variants, we focus on these two suffixes and their rela-
tionship to grammatical gender. Fig. 1a shows the joint dis-
tribution of 3 simplified plural class (-e, -(e)n, and “other”)
by gender over all nouns in CELEX2. Fig. 1b focuses on
the subset of nouns in CELEX2 with a similar phonologi-
cal shape to our experimental stimuli, i.e. monosyllabic and
consonant-final (monoCF).

Gender and plural class Our key research question is
whether German speakers will regularize overall variation,
probability match the observed lexical distribution, or regu-
larize conditional variation. In the latter case, grammatical
gender is the most viable option on which to condition plu-
ral class, for several reasons. 1) There is a clear strong sta-
tistical relationship between gender and plural class, evident
in Fig. 1. Williams et al. (2020) analyze a subset of Ger-
man nouns in CELEX2, and estimate that 25% of the varia-
tion in inflection class (including all plurals and cases) can be
explained by grammatical gender. For our simplified set of
inflection classes, we estimate 40% (Table 2). 2) Many lin-
guists have analyzed grammatical gender as the primary de-
terminant of plural class, with -e as the default class for non-
feminine nouns, and -(e)n for feminine nouns (e.g. Augst,
1979; Wiese, 1999; Bittner, 1999). 3) Neural models of Ger-
man inflection reliably learn to condition plural class on gen-
der (Goebel & Indefrey, 2000; McCurdy, Lopez, & Goldwa-
ter, 2020; Dankers, Langedijk, McCurdy, Williams, & Hup-
kes, 2021). Despite this, many psycholinguistic studies re-
port little (Köpcke, 1988; Zaretsky & Lange, 2016; McCurdy,
Lopez, & Goldwater, 2020) or no (Mugdan, 1977; Marcus,
Brinkmann, Clahsen, Wiese, & Pinker, 1995; Spreng, 2004)
effect of gender on speaker productions.



Regularization and German plurals Our entropy-based
framing of regularization leads us to focus on the two most
frequent inflection classes. This contrasts with some of the
literature on German plural inflection, where different theo-
ries of regularization have emphasized the role of minority
classes. For example, Marcus et al. (1995) argue that only
the rare plural suffix -s is regular in the sense that it is rule-
generated, while under their analysis other plural classes are
not. This Dual Route interpretation has been highly influen-
tial (see e.g. Clahsen, 1999, and replies), but its claims have
been challenged empirically (e.g. Zaretsky & Lange, 2016;
Behrens, 2017; McCurdy, Goldwater, & Lopez, 2020). Other
analyses of the German plural system have focused on pro-
ductivity and type frequency, either with a rule-based analy-
sis (e.g. Yang, 2016) or without (e.g. Köpcke, 1988; Bybee,
1995; Heitmeier, Chuang, & Baayen, 2021).

Herce (2019) notes that the term “regularity” is associated
with many distinct concepts in the linguistics literature, and
recommends that researchers use more precise language, e.g.
“productivity” or “predictability.” Our approach emphasizes
the “predictability” dimension, in line with other recent at-
tempts to formalize an information-theoretic concept of mor-
phological regularity (Ackerman & Malouf, 2013; Cotterell,
Kirov, Hulden, & Eisner, 2018; Wu, Cotterell, & O’Donnell,
2019). Note, however, that these analyses use the lexicon to
estimate the regularity of a lexical item, for example to pre-
dict that the English past tense form “jumped” is more regular
(i.e. predictable) than “ran.” In contrast, we use the lexicon to
assess regularization behavior by speakers: do they maintain
the level of variation present in the lexicon, or introduce more
predictability to novel lexical items?

Methods
Quantifying regularization
Ferdinand et al. (2019) present a novel quantitative analy-
sis of regularization in terms of entropy. Under their defi-
nition, speaker regularizing behavior is formalized as the de-
gree of entropy reduction relative to a reference distribution.
All measures here originate with Shannon (1948).

The first key measure is Shannon entropy, which quantifies
in bits the complexity, or variation, over the distribution of
a single categorical variant. In our case, we’re interested in
entropy over plural class C:

H(C) =− ∑
c∈C

P(c) log2 P(c) (1)

Similarly, we calculate H(G) to obtain the entropy of the
distribution over grammatical gender.

The second key measure is conditional entropy, which cal-
culates the entropy of our variant of interest C conditioned on
grammatical gender G:

H(C | G) =− ∑
g∈G

P(g) ∑
c∈C

P(c | g) log2 P(c | g) (2)

H(G) H(C) MI(C;G) U(C | G)
All nouns 1.52 1.54 0.61 40%
All (6 cl.) 1.52 1.98 0.67 34%
monoCF 1.19 1.21 0.18 14%
mCF (6 cl.) 1.19 1.55 0.23 15%

Table 2: CELEX2 entropy measurements for gender H(G),
plural class H(C), mutual information between plural class
and gender MI(C;G), and percentage plural variation ex-
plained by gender U(C|G). We see similar values whether
using our simplified 3-class analysis or a more traditional 6-
class analysis for C.

Subtracting conditional entropy from Shannon entropy
gives the mutual information between the two variables:

MI(C;G) = MI(G;C) = H(C)−H(C | G) (3)

The mutual information can be normalized by the Shan-
non entropy to get an estimate of the percentage of variation
explained by the conditioning variable, known as the uncer-
tainty coefficient (Williams et al., 2020)4:

U(C | G) =
MI(C;G)

H(C)
=

H(C)−H(C | G)

H(C)
(4)

Under Ferdinand et al.’s framework, any reduction in en-
tropy relative to the reference distribution qualifies as regu-
larization. They note that this can be accomplished in three
ways: reducing variation in either the distribution of the vari-
ant H(C), or of the context H(G), or the conditional distribu-
tion H(C|G) (equivalent to increasing MI(C;G)).

Reference distribution In artificial language learning ex-
periments, the reference distribution is typically defined by
the researcher and manipulated as an experimental variable.
By contrast, in the current study, we use the entropy met-
rics defined above to compare speaker behavior to two ref-
erences: the distribution of grammatical gender and plural
inflection class over a) all nouns in the German lexicon, and
b) monoCF nouns, i.e. monosyllabic nouns ending in a con-
sonant, as these are phonologically similar to our stimuli. We
use the CELEX German lexicon (Baayen et al., 1995) to cal-
culate these reference distributions, shown in Fig. 1.

The measures H(C), H(G), MI(C;G), and U(C |G) for the
reference distribution are reported in Table 2. By default, we
use the simplified 3-class categorization (-e, -(e)n, “other”)
for inflection C. We additionally report entropy measures
with a more traditional 6-class categorization (-e, -(e)n, -er,
- /0, -s, and “other”) to show that including minority classes
doesn’t substantially alter the analysis.

4We thank an anonymous reviewer for noting that mutual infor-
mation is typically normalized with respect to the smaller entropy, in
this case H(G). We use H(C) in the denominator as we are specifi-
cally interested in U(C | G), the fraction of plural class entropy ex-
plained by gender, rather than the inverse relation U(G |C).



Figure 2: Task presentation for one item. To the left of the
novel noun is gender selection, to the right, written plural.

Behavioral experiment
Stimuli The stimuli used in this experiment comprise 24
monosyllabic nouns ending in a consonant (i.e. monoCF
nouns), originally developed by Marcus et al. (1995). As
seen in Fig. 1 and Tab. 2, this class of nouns is ambigu-
ous in terms of plural class and grammatical gender. This
makes them good candidates to assess regularizing behav-
ior — other phonological classes of German nouns already
have fully predictable inflection class assignments, e.g. nouns
ending in schwa near-universally take the -(e)n plural. These
stimuli have also been used in multiple previous experiments
(Marcus et al., 1995; Zaretsky & Lange, 2016), so our results
can be straightforwardly compared with previous findings.

Task The task is a version of the well-known wug test
(Berko, 1958): participants were given a novel noun, such
as wug (or in our case the more Germanic Vag), and asked
to produce its plural inflected form. Our experiment includes
an additional dimension. Along with the plural form, partici-
pants were asked to indicate the presumed grammatical gen-
der of the noun by selecting the corresponding article for its
singular form, as shown in Fig. 2.

We had two motivations for adding the gender task. Firstly,
as earlier wug test studies have found weak to absent effects
of gender on German plural inflection (Mugdan, 1977; Mar-
cus et al., 1995; Spreng, 2004; Zaretsky & Lange, 2016; Mc-
Curdy, Lopez, & Goldwater, 2020), we sought an experimen-
tal design which would compel participants to attend to the
gender of the noun. Secondly, we wanted participants to gen-
erate the full joint distribution over grammatical gender (G)
and inflection class (C), so that we could evaluate their regu-
larization behavior with respect to all three strategies identi-
fied by Ferdinand et al.

Procedure After providing consent, participants completed
an onboarding task, in which they had to provide the gender
and plural form for 12 real German nouns. Participants had
to answer these questions correctly to proceed to the experi-
ment. After the onboarding, participants were randomly as-
signed to one of three lists counterbalanced for presentation
order of gender (e.g. “Der/Die/Das Vag” v.s. “Das/Der/Die
Vag”). Within each list, the 24 test items were presented in
randomized order. We publicly release the data.5

5https://github.com/kmccurdy/german-wug-data/
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Participants We recruited 120 speakers with German as a
first language to complete an online survey using the platform
Prolific.6 Speakers were compensated at the rate-adjusted
equivalent of 11.50 USD per hour.

Analysis Following Ferdinand et al. (2019), we quantify
the entropy in the distribution produced per participant, and
use it to classify participant behavior. Ferdinand et al. as-
sume that participants with entropy measures within the 95%
confidence interval (CI) bounds show behavior consistent
with probability-matching the relevant distribution. To de-
fine probability-matching behavior, we simulate experimental
draws over 24 items by sampling from the relevant joint cate-
gorical distributions. For each reference distribution, we first
sample 105 grammatical gender assignments for the items,
then plural class assignments conditional on the sampled gen-
der. We calculate a more conservative 90% CI by taking the
5th and 95th percentiles of the resulting simulations. Par-
ticipants with entropy measures below the 5% CI bound are
classified as regularizers, and above the 95% are variabiliz-
ers, with respect to the same distribution.

We build on Ferdinand et al.’s approach by also consider-
ing the type of regularization observed: overall reduction in
variation (i.e. reducing H(C)) versus conditional reduction in
variation (reducing H(C | G), i.e. increasing MI(C;G) or its
normalized equivalent U(C | G)).

6https://www.prolific.co
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Results and Discussion
Fig. 3 presents the overall distribution of gender and plural
productions from all participants (compare to the reference
distributions in Fig. 1). We see considerable variation in gen-
der and plural class assignment, which does not appear to be
driven by strong item-level biases (c.f. Fig. 4).

Do speakers regularize overall variation? Fig. 5 shows
the 90% CIs for the two reference distributions, and the ob-
served range of speaker values, for our entropy-based mea-
sures. Overall variation is shown in the top row. For gen-
der H(G), most speakers’ productions are consistent with
probability-matching either reference distribution, falling
within both CIs. For plural class H(C), we see some evidence
for regularization: 75% of speakers reduce variation below
the all-nouns 5% CI bound (c.f. Tab. 3). The bulk of those
speakers show variation consistent with probability-matching
the monoCF distribution, although 27% also fall below the
5% CI bound. In sum, we have two possible interpretations:
either speakers are insensitive to the phonological properties
of the stimuli and a large majority regularize plural class (i.e.,
relative to the lexicon as a whole); or speakers condition on
phonology and are mainly probability-matching to a phono-
logically similar subset of the lexicon. However, the further
analysis below suggests that speakers are sensitive to phonol-
ogy, which makes the latter interpretation more plausible.

Do speakers regularize conditional variation? The lower
row of Fig. 5 shows 90% CIs and the observed distribution for
the conditional variation measures MI(C;G) and U(C | G),
where higher values indicate greater predictability given the
conditioning factor. Here we have clear evidence that speak-
ers do not regularize by conditioning on grammatical gen-
der; in fact, they seem to be probability-matching to the level
of gender-conditioned predictability found in the monoCF
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Figure 6: H(C) and MI(C;G) by participant. Color boxes and
lines show 90% CI for all (red) and monoCF (green) nouns;
color dots show reference values. The blue dot shows the
speaker grand mean, and the blue line shows a Loess regres-
sion fit of speaker MI(C;G) on H(C). Most participants are
in the green box, consistent with probability-matching the
monoCF noun distribution.

nouns, which is substantially lower than that of the full lex-
icon. Speakers could, in principle, use the stronger relation-
ship between gender and inflection class found in the full lex-
icon to make predictions about the stimuli, but they do not.
This result is surprising given the importance of gender in
both linguistic analyses (e.g. Augst, 1979; Wiese, 1996; Bit-
tner, 1999) and recent models (e.g., recent neural network
models make predictions that are consistent with the level
of gender conditioning in the full lexicon; Goebel & Inde-
frey, 2000; McCurdy, Lopez, & Goldwater, 2020; Dankers et
al., 2021). Our information-theoretic analysis suggests that
speakers in fact condition on phonological form at the ex-
pense of predictability due to gender.

Interestingly, this reduced level of gender conditioning
MI(C;G) appears consistent relative to plural variation H(C),
although it need not be: speakers who vary plural class more
could in principle introduce more gender conditioning. Fig.
6 shows, for each individual participant, how much varia-
tion they produced over plural class H(C) — farther right
on the x-axis indicates a more varied set of plural classes
— and how much that variation was influenced by gram-
matical gender MI(C;G) — higher on the y-axis indicates
more gender-conditioning, i.e. a tighter statistical coupling
between gender and plural class. The dotted black line shows
MI(C;G) = H(C), the theoretical maximum statistical cou-
pling: a point on that line would represent a speaker whose
plural class assignments were fully explained by grammatical
gender, for example always assigning masculine nouns to the



All nouns Var. H(C) Prob.-match Regl.
Variabilize U(C|G) 1% (1) 21% (25) 60% (72)
Probability-match 3% (4) 10% (12)
Regularize
N/A (H(C) = 0) 5% (6)
monoCF nouns Var. H(C) Prob.-match Regl.
Variabilize U(C|G) 2% (2) 8% (10) 3% (4)
Probability-match 6% (7) 58% (69) 18% (21)
Regularize 1% (1)
N/A (H(C) = 0) 5% (6)

Table 3: Speaker strategy classification. Relative to all nouns,
most speakers regularize overall plural class variation while
increasing variability with respect to gender (upper table).
Relative to monoCF nouns, most speakers probability-match
overall and gender-conditioned plural class variation (lower).

-e plural class and feminine nouns to the -(e)n class. We see
that even speakers who produce as much plural class variation
as observed in the lexicon (H(C)> 1.3) are mostly below the
red box, meaning their gender-conditioning MI(C;G) is more
typical of the monoCF distribution.

General Discussion
Our findings demonstrate that the regularization/probability-
matching framework developed in the artificial language
learning literature can also describe behavior in natural lan-
guage tasks. Our work is not the first to show this; Hendricks,
Miller, and Jackson (2018) used this framework to study vari-
able gender assignment in a Germanic dialect, finding that
some children regularized while others probability-matched
the variation in the adult distribution. To the best of our
knowledge, however, we are the first to use lexical statistics
as a reference distribution to evaluate regularization behavior
in a psycholinguistic experiment.

We suspect that probability-matching lexical statistics pro-
vides a stronger account for our results than most formal
models. The substantial variation within items (c.f. Fig. 4)
suggests a fundamental incompatibility with any models that
make strong item-level predictions, which would encompass
most rule-based models (e.g. Mugdan, 1977; Yang, 2016).
Exemplar-based models (e.g. Hahn & Nakisa, 2000) may
better handle such variability, but doing so appears to require
extensive fine-tuning (c.f. Rosen, 2022). As noted earlier,
parts of the German plural system are readily described by
rules — our findings apply to the subset of the lexicon which
shows less predictability. That said, many linguistic accounts
of German inflection have proposed high-level rules based on
grammatical gender (e.g. Augst, 1979; Wiese, 1996; Bittner,
1999), and neural models of German inflection learn behav-
ior consistent with such rules (Goebel & Indefrey, 2000; Mc-
Curdy, Lopez, & Goldwater, 2020; Dankers et al., 2021). Our
findings challenge such accounts: speakers could regularize
by conditioning on gender to the extent observed in the Ger-

man lexicon as a whole (i.e. 40% of plural class variation, c.f.
Tab. 2), but instead they match the lower level of gender con-
ditioning typical of the phonological class (15-16%). This
accords with other linguistic accounts which consider gen-
der subordinate to phonology (e.g. Mugdan, 1977; Spreng,
2004). Furthermore, our study’s experimental design explic-
itly foregrounds gender by forcing participants to select both
the article and plural class for each noun. This means that
our results likely represent a ceiling for gender conditioning
on these stimuli. Previous studies with the same stimuli have
presented the article instead, and found weaker or absent ef-
fects of gender (Marcus et al., 1995; Zaretsky & Lange, 2016;
McCurdy, Lopez, & Goldwater, 2020).

Conditional variation seems to play a paradoxical role in
these results. On the one hand, there is strong evidence
for phonological conditioning: speaker behavior is consistent
with the lexical statistics of a phonologically similar subset of
the lexicon, rather than the lexicon as a whole. On the other
hand, we have two mysteries. Firstly, this phonological con-
ditioning only appears at the level of word class; phonology
does not seem to drive strong biases for individual items. Sec-
ondly, this phonological conditioning comes at the expense
of gender conditioning: participants make grammatical gen-
der less informative than it is in the lexicon as a whole. It is
unclear how these trends relate to artificial language learning
studies, which have found that adult learners tend to condition
on lexical identity (i.e. reducing variation across nouns by as-
signing each noun to one lexical class; Smith & Wonnacott,
2010; Samara, Smith, Brown, & Wonnacott, 2017). Johnson,
Culbertson, Rabagliati, and Smith (2020) find that high mu-
tual information (i.e. low i-complexity; Ackerman & Malouf,
2013) benefits learning for neural networks, but not for speak-
ers, while low overall entropy (i.e. low e-complexity) benefits
both. Our results echo their findings, as speakers appear to re-
duce overall entropy (H(C)), but unlike neural models, do not
increase mutual information (MI(C;G)).

Conclusion

In this work, we take an information-theoretic measure of
regularization developed for artificial language learning re-
search, and use it to analyze experimental results in the
natural-language domain of German plural inflection. We
consider two possible points of reference — the lexicon of
German nouns as a whole, and a restricted subset with a par-
ticular phonological shape — and find that speaker behavior
is best described as probability-matching the lexical statis-
tics of the latter phonologically-conditioned distribution. Al-
though speakers could plausibly regularize by conditioning
on grammatical gender (as predicted by the statistics of the
overall lexicon), instead they appear to probability-match the
lower level of gender conditioning seen on phonologically
similar nouns. We demonstrate that lexical statistics can pre-
dict how speakers generalize lexical attributes to novel items,
connecting artificial language findings with natural language
behavior.
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